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ABSTRACT 
An ethnographic evaluation adapts data collectión and 

analytical methods of the ethnographer to the purpose of 
decision-making. Ethnography and evaluation differ in determination 
of problems addressed by the researcher. Ethnographers are interested 
in slow cultural change, while evaluators address policy questions 
requiring immediate answers. The micro-ethnographic evaluation limits 
the scope of the study to the school, viewed as a subculture. The 
resultant data is limited to the perception of a small number of 
participants. The macro-ethnographic evalúation considers school 
interaction as interrelated with other cultural subsystems. The 
process of enculturation occurs as part of the curriculum. The 
advantages and disadvantages of micro-and macro-ethnographic 
evaluations are outlined. The ethnographic approach to evaluation 
reduces the cultural bias of evaluators, thus making it appropriate 
in explaining programs for minorities. Another advantage of this 
approach is eliminating the necessity for a control group. It does 
not require statistical methods, thus making evaluation reports more 
easily understandable. The cultural suitability of the educational 
program is assessed through' a macro-ethnographic evaluation. 
Ethnographic evaluations are appropriate when a comprehensive 
understanding of the program and its relationship to society is the 
major factor in judging program quality. (DWH) 



TWO MODELS FOR' ETHNOGRAPHIC EVALUATION

Susan  Guyette (University of California, Los Angeles) 

David Churchman (Cal ifornia State Universi ty, Dominguez. ' Hi I I s) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, educational anthropologists have turned 

attention toward the techniques of program eval uation. The 

purpose of evaluat ion ,is ,to'measure progréss toward the 

accomplishment of goal s. As an appl ied discipline, eval uation 

ul timatel y assists educators and administrators to make 

decisions regarding program improvements or to become aware of • 

program results, thus enabling them to make informed judgements

about program results. .During the past decade dïssappointment 

with• evaluations often focused upon the tendency toward cultural 

bias exhibited by the more frequerntly dominant  -culture 

evaluators (Sjoberg 1975:43). That is, the formulation of 

eval uation questions, the interpretation of goal s, and methods 

of measuring progress are particularly susceptible to cultural 

skew. With thi s particular problem in' mind, educators and 

administrators have.. with increasing frequency, called on 

anthropologists to pàrticipate in this form of contract 

research. 

The majority of.-ethnographic• evaluations conducted thus4ar by,

educational anthropologists are classroom ethnogra phies, which 

focus on the process of cl asssroom interaction. Al thoùgh this

emphasis answeç's'rimportant questions concerning .W h at actua l l y

happens in the .c l assroom setting, it is I imited for decision- 

making applications* Use of the wide range of evaluative 

techniques can''broaden the kind o-f results suitable for. 
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decision„making situations. The purpose of this paper is to

disçuss isix issues in evaluation design while integrating 

evaluation and ethnographic methodology appropriate for the 

applied setting. Then, two models are presented for 

,ethnographic evaluation. As an introduction, we wi l l discuss a 

brief history of evaluation' research , outlining the successes 

and failures of past techniques. It is from this point that new 

research paradigms can be developed for the culturally sensitive 

evaluation.'

II. HISTORY AND LIMITATIONS OF EVALUATION 

Program eval uation became   important, n terms of resources 

utilized responsibilities undertaken and results expected, as a 

consequence of the social program experiments initiated during 

the "Great Society era  of the 60's. Essentially, program 

evaluation was the method by which the Congress expected to 

maintain accountability, assess results and identify successful 

programs laorthy of continuation and imitation:, 

The initial attempts to carry out these respongibil,ities 

rel i ed on traditional' research design descended from the methods 

Qrig•inated by Ronald Fisher in the late nineteenth and early 

'twentieth centures: These methods relied on randomization, 

Control groups and stat istical analysis of data for the purpose 

of inferring caal relations between independent and dependent 

var+abl es. They had been progressively refined through . 

subsequent experimental work, primarily in university psychology 

laboratories, and had recently become capable of handling large 

amounts    of data with the advent of the computer. 

.The educational programs initiated during the Great Society, 

more than most of the other experiments .of the period, had the 



additional advantage of an established tradition    for measuring 

effects. This tradition vas based on the work   of Eduard 

Thorridike, Lewis Terman, James Cattell and others. The emphasis 

was on the use of paper and pencil tests administered-,to 

individual students and summarized for individuals, classes and 

higher groups through•descriptive statistics. 

Evaluatign,baseed on these traditions required random 

assignment of students to an experimental program or usual I y to 

an existing educational program as a control; testing of 

students to generate data at predetermined points in time; and 

statisticaI tests to determine the relative success of the two 

programs. Virtually all the eval uations done for, the following 

decade represented   variations on this basic scheme 

Resul ts were disappointing. Random assignment frequentl y 

proved impossible in school settings, and in almost all of the 

social programs of the period: Testa used to col I ect data were 

predisposed to favor either the experimental or the control 

group, making interpretation of results unexpectedly difficult. 

Insufficient attention was given to verifying the extent to

which the experimental program, actually was carried out, I eaving 

ambi,guous ,exactl•y what had to be done' to achieve the same 

results again. Halo effects, Hawthorne effrects1 and 

contamination of the experimental program by the control and 

vice-versa' further compl icated interpretation of resul ts.. 

Knowl edge that an experimental prrogrSm was more successful than 

the existing program at sgme particul ar school was inadequate in 

making a decision about the experimental program unless the 

regular program at that school was identical to the control 

group program; even i f the experiment went wel I , the eval uation 

did not provide very useful information. But, it did overwhelm 

people untrained in the traditions of Fisher and Thorndike with 



the appearance of accuracy and objectivity, a consequence of the 

tables and numbers to several decimal points, which dominate the 

reports. Tests also often were found to be cul tural l y biased 

when used to measure progress of minority students who were the 

major recipients'of Great Society assistance. 

More important than these technical difficul ties, the 

administrators for whom these eval uatioms were done often were 

dissatisfied with the results. 'The typical evaluation described 

above, carried out at great expense; usual I y'may be boiled down 

to the single conclusion that there is, or is not, a 

statistically significant difference between two educational 

programs. Typical l y, the educational significance of this 

statistical di fference- is not addressed because comparable 

"objective" standards do not exist and the conclusion would have 

to be reached 'subjectively", anathema to the tradition; yet 

this is the most important question for the administrator. The 

approach described above leaves total I y unaddresssed other 

equal l y vital questions, such as the costs of the experimental 

p...ogram, or .the way different groups in the community would 

react to its adoption, or the relationship of the experimental 

program to' the school curriculum as a whole. 

Difficulties, such as these with traditional methods for 

conducting evaluations •are among the reasons many have'argued 

that broader, richer methods must be substituted. Among the 

many that have been suggested is ethnography, which uses a wide 

range of both quantitative and qualitative methods. 

III. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ETHNOGRAPHY AND EVALUATION 

There are some important differences between ethnography and 

evaluation that should be recognized before the two disciplines 



can be integrated. The most important, of these differences is 

in determining the 'problem that i s addressed by the researcher. 

Ethnographers traditionally are interested i'n culture, which 

changes sl owl y; eval uato rs address pol icy quest ions that 

typical l p require answers without delay. Ethnographers, under 

little or no time pressure, typical I al low the issues to' bye 

studied to emerge over relatively ling, periods of time. 

Eval uators not onl y work to spec i fic short—term dead I ines, but 

must address questions raised i      by someone, else. Thus, 

' *ethnographers expect to learn the nuances and meanings of a 

cultural system after years spent gaining rapport with people in 

the cul ture being studied. Eval uators get in, ,get the best 

information they can and get out quickly. Ethnographers are 

process—oriented, whi I e eval uators concentrate on outcomes. 

One consequence of these differences is that ethnographers 

often feel that their science is being exploited by evalúators 

who are using their techniques ,.in new ways for new purposes. 

But, man has a long history of modifying existing tools to 

achieve new purposes. "Adapting ethnographic methods to 

evaluation studies requires selection of the relevant elements 

of traditional ethnographic methods and ignoring others not 

relevant to evaluation tasks. ,The pl ethora of names such as 

"survey ethnography" and "contract ethnography may represent 

recognition that adaptation rather than adoption is taking 

pl ace . 

In this view, the, fundamental question is whether the 

traditional methods of ethnographic data col l ect'i'on and anal ysi s 

can be adapted to conducting an eval uation that better 

meets the needs of a.program administrator than does the more 

common experimental method. Traditional Iy, ethnographers make 

inferences from what people 'say, what peopl e do and what peopl e 



use. - They commonly rely on basic tools-such as the interview, 

the questionnaire and observation. Ev,alua.tors employ these 

basic tools in addi tion' to ratings or rankings (by• staff, 

participants, or managers), journals kept by staff, case 

hi stories, organizational record- keeping, analysis of documents, 

cl inical 'examinations, information tests, standardized attitude 

'inventories, and ability tests. • Although the ethnographic 

evaluation efforts of the past have utilized primarily the 

former, and the experimental design draws primarily. from the 

I atter techñiques, combinations' of qualitative and quantitative 

techniques may providé•the basis for future ethnographic 

evaluations which both meet decisi,bn-making needs and 'are. 

cul tural l'y sensitive. 

IV. ISSUES IN EVALUATION•DESIGNI 

Design of an eval uation involves a I arge n'umbe'r of often 

contradictory considerations which interact with one, another. 

The inevi tabs e consequence is that tradeoffs must b-e made among 

design factors•and compromise's results in 1 ess thaíln perfect 

studies. But ,• it is vital that the evaluator understand what 

these tradeoffs and compromises are so that the best possibl e 

evaluation is provided 'in'a specific circumstance. This section 

of the paper discusses six such design ssues. 

A first design decision concerns the audience for whom the 

eval uati`on is inte,nded. The and iente for an eval nation consi sts 

of deci sonmakers who face a speci.f i c deadl ine. These 

decisionmakers may be divided into those "internal " to the 

organization running the program being evaluated (e.g. program 

staff Or administrators), and:, those "external" to the 

organization (for example, a funding agency or legislative 



body). The former usually want help in improving' their program 

and some evidence that they, are doing a good job. .The'l atter 

usually want to know such things as whether the program should 

continue to receive funds and if so at what level. The ter m 

"formative evaluation" often is used to distinguish the type of 

evaluation done for staff and administrators, whi l e• the term 

"summative evaluation" is used for that aimed at funding 

agencies or legislators. We wi l l discuss these terms bet ow more 

fully. Internal• evaluation has the advantage of a much greater 

understanding of organizational dynamics, history, 

personál i ties, capabilities and the like, and therefore often 

results in a more sensitive evaluation. On the other side of 

the coin, unless the organization has evaluation specialists 

available, the evaluation may not be completed properly or on 

time and the results may be less credible         to external "audiences. 

External -evaluation has almost precisely the opposite advantages 

and disadvantages. As a general rule, formative evaluations can 

be conducted internalIy, but summative evaluations should be 

conTucted by an outsider. 

A second issue concerns the appl ication of the eval uation, 

for purposes of decision or judgement. Ethnographers, are 

expected to avoid making a judgement about the society studied; 

even less acceptable might be the idea of offering suggestions 

as to how to make improvements. Having accepted this 

philosophy, they may have some difficulty accepting the applied 

character of evaluation research, which is aimed, ul timatel y, at 

judgement and decisionmaking. Within evaluation circles, the 

debater is whether the evatuator or the employer should draw 

conclusions, and whether these conclusions should be I im i ted to 

practical decisions or to more comprehensive judgements. It is 

a perfectly acceptable position to insist that you, as an 



evaluator,, will not include recommendations or judgements in 

your evaluation, but it would be inappropriate to 'accept a 

contract to provide an employer with information needed to make 

judgements or decisions and not to provide that information. 

Further, it 'is important that yo'u ,understand the purposes for 

which the evaluation °are to be undertaken before, accepting the 

contract or designing the evaluation. As suggested, these fall 

into the general categories of (1) prevision of information 

required to make specific decisions and (2) provision of 

. information required to make judgements about the program. 

A third, choice facing the evaluator during the formulation of 

the evaluation design concerns the evaluation question. This 

step in problem' definition is perhaps one most likely to be 

influenced by cultural perception. An evaluation that 

will meet the information needs of an educational administrator 

may provide answers to 'evaluation que stions2 such as : 

* What work is done in the program. being evaluated--that is, how 

do students and teachers actual l y spend their time? 

How is "individúal i zed' instruction" experienced by students? 

(versus how well does individualized instruction work?) 

* How do the various types of work done, in the program relate to 

one another? 

* What are the major stages through which the program moves, and 

what work is done within each stage? 

* How is achievement measured or identified and what status or 

rewards does it provide? 

,* How is the program administered or control l ed? 



* How does the program respond to the cultural differences or, 

similarities of the cuttúre-at-large? 

* How do the activities in the  progra m relate to the cultural 

activities in the community? 

As the questions asked during any eval uation wi I 1 depend on 

the deci sions that have to be made, this I i st is ill ustrative, 

suggestive and incompl ete. The task of the eval uator is to hel p 

define the necessary questions, then to collect the necessary 

information and tO anal yze it. The actual decisions are 

necessarily the tàsk of the administrátor. This is consistent 

with definitions that view the eval uator as a col lector, 

anal yzer and interpreter of in-formation, ,and recognize that the 

authority for •decisions must remain with the administrator who 

is responsible for the program (e.g. Al kin, 1969) . 

A fourth design issue concerns type of eval uation appropriate 

to the eval uation question. One of the most fundamental 

theoretical distinctions made by evai'uators is 'that between 

formative and summative eval uation (Scriven, 1967). The purpose 

of the former is  improvement; that of the I atte.r is 

certification or val idation. Formative evaluation impl ies 

identification of el ements of an ongoing program that are not

working as well as they might, so that improvements can be made. 

Formative eval uation is an ongoing process, throughout tibe 

development o,f a project.- Data are collected while the program 

is in process, to determine the c'entinual effectiveness of the 

program and make changes in the program activities if necessary. 

Using this approach can save resources and improve resul ts, by 

"forming" the program as effectiveness is determined. Formative 

eval uation 'shqul d, 1 ogical I y, be carried on until the cost of 

conducting the evaluation exceeds the val ue of improvements that 



can be made in the program. 	Summative evaluation occurs after 

the program is final or completed, although pretesting of the 

data collection instruments and the data collection usual l y 

occurs while the program is in progress. The program then 

should be carried out in a homeostatic or unchanging state. The 

results of a summative evaluation are often used in making 

decisions as to keeping a particular program structure for 

future use. The summative evaluation, is particularly useful in 

comparing different types of programs and deciding which type is 

the most effective. A summative evaluation often enables 

program administrátárs and funders to decide whether the program 

should be adopted permanently or in some wider context. 

The theoretical distinction is fairly clear, but in practice 

many eval uations 'claim to be one 	(for exampl e, summative) but 

include information relevant to the other (fo,r.example, 

recommendations tin how to improve a progam) . One reason for 

this state of affairs i s the extent to which evaluators rèly on 

traditional research design. 	Logical l y, di,fferent questions 

require different methods, but this has been rare in practice. 

Thè distinction between formative and summative evacuation 

should tie kept in mind in selecting the methodology for a 

particular evaluation problem. 

A fifth issue addresses the methods -of goal-based versus 

goal-free evaluations. 	The overwhelming majority 	evaluations 

are conducted by measuring the extent to which the intended 

objectives of 'the project are being achieved, but some writers 

have argued that the goal-based method gives the evaluator • 

"tunnel vision" that ,leads to overlooking important side 

effects. These effects could be desirable or not.• For .example, 

a project to teach children to read may awaken their interests 

in whatever the subject matter of the reading material is ---



endangered species o•r computers or art history or whatever. 

Usually this would be considered a desirable unintended effect. 

If it were• mi,ssed by an eva1 uator who only measured reading 

skills; theñ the ,value of the program would be underestimated • 

The goal-free method diff'er's from the goal-based in that the 

objectives ar;e• not known, by the evaluator at the start of the 

evaluation. 	They are discovered or el icted from participants 

•during' the eval uative process. 	Goal-free eval uation has 

`potential for use with_ ethnographic methods such as, participant-

observation and domain analysis. 	Al so, the goal'-free approach 

may 'De more appropriate in minority communities where the 

impl emented goal s may differ ,from those defined by dominant 

culture educators.. Whenever unintended .effects might 

si•gnifiFa.ntl y inf{ uente the 'decisions to be made about the 

project being eval uated and there is reason to suspect that the 

effects cannot b.e predicted, goal-free eval uation should be 

considered, either as' an al terna'tive or as a 'suppl ement to the 

more' traditional, goal-based eval uation. 	However, the choice• 

should not be made lightly.. 	By their very nature unintended 

effects are difficult to detect, particularly when it is 

real i zed that they ,may tàacé place beyond the confines of the••  

project. `Further, there are`no'gener.allK'accepted methods for 

conducting goal-,f•ret)' evalúat'ion, .and participants may perceive 

the process as very threatening . becaUs'e they have no idea of 

what the evaluator is looking for. 

A sixth issue' involves decisions regarding data. 	Throughout 

the heyday of evaluations conducted of Great Society programs, 

there was a distinct preference for quantitative data. 	It was 

seen as more rel iable and thus more val id. 	It was more 

"objective". 	More sophisticated and sensitive statistical 

techniques, were available for analysis of quanti tative data. 



But, results did not I ive up to expectations. Gradually, 

criticism grew. Reliability     and val idity were gained by 

measuring variables that were easy rather than important to 

measure. Objectivity was compromised, due to factors such as 

cultural bias. The inability of refined techniques to find 

di 'ferences,bet•ween, radically different programs suggested that 

-.s'tpti stical and educational significance were quite different 

from one another. Led by Robert Stake, the statistical 

evaluators began to question the appropriateness of their 

methodological assumptions, and then to advocate so-called 

qualitative methods. Advantages of the qualitative approach are 

that 1t. can be discovery-or iented, exploratory, descriptive, 

inductive, procbss-oriented, and holistic. More recently, 

evaluators and ethnographers have adapted qualitative techniques 

for ethnographic eval uations,. The consequence has been to 

vastly extend methods •consi dered acceptable f.o'r conducting 

eve! uations. Nów, instead of blindly choosing quantitatiye data 

gained through a traditional research design, the •eval uator must 

make-a rational choice from among many. possibilities and defend 

.the choice''against all ethers as -the "most appropriate for a 

particular circumstancè. 

V. TWO; MODELS FOR ETHNOGRAPHIC EVALUATION 

to the present', educational .anthropol ogi'st s in appl ied '• 

settings usually adapt eval uationtechrliques' whi I e conducting 

.classroom ethnography. The potential ,use ofi eval uative 

techn-iques extends• beyond this scope; and, to- il,Lustrate an 

alternative model, for ethnographic evaluation the distinction 

between micro-and macro- -ethnographic 'eval uation, is, developed: 



the micro- ethnographic evaluation limits the scope of the 

study tp,the school. SuppOrters of this approach (Wil son 1977) 

view the school as a subculture, utilizing ethnographic methods 

to analyze and interpret activities according to the 

participant. reality. The resulting product of this evaluation 

_Is generally an ethnography describing the program activities, 

who interacted with whom, and the participants interpretations. 

The product may address the question, "Did the program 

accomplish its goals?" by discovering the goals within the 

school considered as a closed system. One common accomplishment 

of the school ethnography is the possible discovery of 

discrepancies between the ideal or stated behavior and the real, 

Or actual behavior as reflected in activities. Through 

ethnographic interview within the school, it is possible to ask 

participants if activities. in the school are cohnected to 

elements of the culture as a whole. This data is limited, 

.however, to the perception of a Omall number of participants. 

In contrast, the macro-approach to ethnographic evaluation 

considers school interaction as interrelated with other cultural 

subsystelk0 (Wolcott 1975; Everhart 1975). In other words, the 

school is not viewed as a closeq system, but rather as a part of 

the culture as a whole. Thi approach takes into account the 

process of enculturation, whereby the transmission of that 

Cultural knowledge shared by the community occurs as part of the 

currigulum, There are three major steps to conducting the macro 

analysis. First, a study is conducted to determine how each of 

the cultural subsystems work in the community. This involves 

observing, participating, and ihterviewing to identify 

activities. The cultural meaning of activities is identified 

, and domains of 

interaction are identified for the culture. Second, a domain 



anaPysis is conducted with d'ata obtained from activities within 

the school . And thirdly, the final analysis compares the 

domains and world view of the culture-at-large with the 

transmission of knowl edge in the school . Similarities and 

differences, are then identified through this compari son. When 

disjunctions exist, the more common consequence is community 

opinion that the school does' not reflect the social processes of 

the cul•'ture. 

Advantages of the micro-approach over the macro-approach. 

incl ude lowered costs, reduced time, and narrowly defined 

boundaries. Di sadvantages ol the mic ro-approach are that the 

study i s more I i kel y to be biaséd by ,the goal s set by thé 

educators and the scope of the study i s I imited. The major, and 

extremely important, advantage of the macro-approach is the 

discovery e•f discrepancies between the educational goals of the 

community and 'the actual activitiés within the school . For this 

reason, the macro-appróach is more suitable to non-Western 

cultures in particular. Where time and funds may pose 

constraints upon the macro-approach, existing ethnographies can 

suppl ement ethnogtaphtic fieldwork in the cul ture-at-large. 

There   is an important advantage of -the macro-approach over 

the micro -approach that should be considered. With the micro-

approach, i f the school is studied as a subculture, then 

connections to the culture-at-large are minimal. In the macro-

approach, when thç cul turc is examined first, followed by an 

ana l ys i s o f t h e acti v i t i es in the school, two types of. 

information are discovered. It is possible to see if there are 

no connections betweén activities in the culture and the 

activities in the school s, as well as if the activities in -the 



schools' do not connect to t h e cu l ture. This i n f ormation gi ves a

basis `for determining if i tems need to; be ádd'ed to the

curriculum to reflect needed cultural.learning, or if there are. 

items in the curriculum that need to be deleted. The purposes 

of the evaluation, advantages, and disadvantages of each 

approach should be weighed in deciding upon the more appropriate 

ethnographic eval uatioft. 

Vt. SUMMARY . ' 

An' ethnographic; evaluation adapts the data collection and 

analytical methods of the ethnographer to the purpose of 

decision-making. The two most important of these adaptations 

are advance specification 'of the questions to be addressed and 

specific, usually eminen t, deadlines that preclude the 

development of radport usually desired by ethnographers. Such a 

summative evaluation remains faithful, to the traditions of 

ethnography in attempting to understand educational. programs 

from the viewpoint of the, participants. Interpretations probably 

wi l t emphasize description of program progress and structure. 

rather than how much course content has been absorbed by 

students or what their attitudes are toward the subject. One 

advantage of taking the ethnographic approach is in reducing the 

cultural baggage, or the val ues  that the evaluator carries with 

him into the cultural setting. These values can introduce  bias 

into the formulation of the evaluation questions or into the 

final recommendations. The approach presented is therefore 

particularly appropriate. in explaining programs for minorities 

within any culture. 

The ethnographic approach has the second advantage of nbt 

requiring a control.group. Judgements can be reached without



having to set up or explain ta parents why chil▪  dren are 

receiving different programs, or in situations where the total 

number of students does not permit such division. 	If the purely 

qualitative methods we have suggested are the only ones used, 

the judgement must' be made without, -the achievement data

characteristic of most evaluations. This may not be the 

weakness it appeárs. first, previous work suggests that one can 

estimate program effects just as well from time on task as from 

 tests. Second  testing poses special problems of cultural bias 

	 particul arly or minority students. Third, the statistical ly 

significant results reported from control-group evaluations 

often seem too small to be educationally .significant, so have 

little impact 	on the overall judgement made about a program. 

A third advantage of the qualitative éthnographic approach we 

have suggested is that it does not required the often esoteric 

statistical methods. The result is an Oval uation report that 

the administrator who seldom understands these methods does not 

have to take on faith. Thus, the reports themselves are more 

useful to the .people for whom they•are intended. 

A fourth advantage of the. ethnographic approach is that the 

activities and views of the culture-at-large are linked to the 

activities within the school . This enables the discoveries of 

linkages' and disjunctions in the educational process, providing 

direction for revision of curriculum content. The cultural 

apprópr iateness,of the educational program is assessed through 

use of the macro-ethnographic evaluation. 

It appears then that ethnographic methods may be useful for 

the task of conducting evaluations. They are particularly 

suitable when a comprehensive understanding of the program and 

its relationship to society is the most important factor in 

judging program quality, as 'opposed to such other bases as_cost 



or cognitivé achievement. But, the decision-making purpose of 

eval uative research requires adaptation rather than adoption of 

traditional ethnographic methods. -

' NOTES 

1. Hawthorne effects concern bias introduced by the subject 
through knowledge of inclusion in the experiment; whereas, Halo 
effects are introduced when the researcher or teacher is biased 
due to prior impressions of the student. 

2. "Eval uation questions" define the purpose of the study; 

"Interview questions" are asked d of participants sel ected from 
the program being eval uated. 
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